
SAT ESSAY - Complete Guide 
so now let's talk about rhetorical devices when I'm thinking about rhetorical devices I could 
probably think about twenty five at the top of my head but hey I'm a tutor of a nerd and I love 
from torkoal devices in a lot of poetry for you guys and especially because you're thinking 
battery will be depleted by the time you get to the essay (this type of paper you can buy from the 
service from which you can also buy paper cheap) you need your basics and if you're a prolific 
writer you shouldn't be probably watching this video anyway this is for someone who has been 
procrastinating till the last moment and just getting into this now I want you to use this 
mnemonic device I want you to imagine jars je a RS jars and think about three jars and it's kind 
of a concession stand it says concessions and there are three jars the first jar has M&Ms in it 
candy and it has words written on it the second jar has potato peel and the third jar has an 
orange peel and you're just standing there and you're trying to analyze and compare so you're 
comparing and drawing analogies between the three jars this is going to help you remember the 
10 persuasive devices let me list them now juxtaposition anecdote rhetorical devices statistics 
and data concessions strong word choice appeal to identity and then appeal to Authority and 
comparisons and analogies here's how it works jars that's just an acronym juxtaposition what 
was the second one it's anecdotes rhetorical devices and statistics of data then concession 
stand so it's concessions we don't know what concessions are I'll get to that and then there are 
three jars one jar has words in it M&Ms with words so strong for a choice you could always 
come almost always find a strong word choice then two appeals I appeal to identity and appeal 
to Authority let's think that appeal to identity would be potato because some people either love 
potato or they hated so potato is like their identity  
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